Abstract. This paper investigates the effects of sports ground materials on the transfer characteristics of the landing impact force using a coupled foot-shoe-ground interaction model. The impact force resulting from the collision between the sports shoe and the ground is partially dissipated, but the remaining portion transfers to the human body via the lower extremity. However, since the landing impact force is strongly influenced by the sports ground material we consider four different sports grounds, asphalt, urethane, clay and wood. We use a fully coupled 3-D foot-shoe-ground interaction model and we construct the multi-layered composite ground models. Through the numerical simulation, the landing impact characteristics such as the ground reaction force (GRF), the acceleration transfer and the frequency response characteristics are investigated for four different sports grounds. It was found that the risk of injury, associated with the landing impact, was reduced as the ground material changes from asphalt to wood, from the fact that both the peak vertical acceleration and the central frequency monotonically decrease from asphalt to wood. As well, it was found that most of the impact acceleration and frequency was dissipated at the heel, then not much changed from the ankle to the knee.
Introduction
Occupying the large portion of the foot motions in most court sports, jumping and landing events may, but frequently, cause the various sports injuries and influence the game competency (Nigg 1986) . Starting from the lower extremity motion initiated by the knee flexion, these events accompany a sequence of stretch and shortening motions of human knee and hips. Here, the final landing step inherently produces the impact force according to the collision between the human foot and the sports ground. The landing impact not only give rise to the direct shock to the foot but also transfers up to the human head via the lower extremity, even though it is partially dissipated by the inherent viscous damping of the human muscles, tissues and bones (Denoth 1986 ).
The landing impact intensity is usually measured in terms of the ground reaction force (GRF), while its transfer through the human body is estimated by the acceleration and frequency responses. The landing impact characteristics, such as the peak impact force, the loading rate, the center of pressure as well as the above-mentioned three major quantities, are greatly influenced by the dynamic and external factors (Nigg 1986 , Cavanagh 1990 ). As the dynamic factors which depend on the player's propensity and training, there exist the landing posture and the muscular activity. While, the external factors such as sports shoe and the ground material are independent of the player's will, so that their importance is increasing nowadays so as to protect various sports injuries and to improve the playing competency.
Regarding the studies on the effects of the external factors, traditionally the theoretical and experimental approaches have been widely adopted. Nigg and Liu (1999) proposed a mathematical model for analyzing the impact characteristics to the mid-sole hardness, while Shorten and Himmelsbach (2002) theoretically investigated the impact dissipation feature of sports ground using the Hertz contact theory. Meanwhile, Hennig and Lafortune (1991) performed the actual experiments to evaluate the ground reaction force and the tibia acceleration in running motion, and Tillman et al. (2002) measured the in-shoe plantar motions in running for various sports ground conditions.
More recently, however the use of numerical approach utilizing the finite element method is rapidly increasing thanks to the advances in the modeling and numerical analysis technologies as well as computation facilities. Bandak et al. (2001) constructed a 3-D finite element model of the human lower extremity considering major bones, ankles, ligaments and soft tissue of the plantar surface with the help of the medical CT images, in order to investigate the time histories of acceleration and force stemming from the landing impact. Asai and Murakami (2001) introduced a 3-D foot skeleton FEM model and numerically analyzed the foot skeleton-ground interaction in walking with a commercial FEM code. Later, Cheung et al. (2004) proposed an elaborate 3-D coupled FE foot model, in which soft tissue, bony and ligamentous structures are modeled using MRI images, and they investigated the barefoot-ground interaction characteristics. This coupled model was extended to numerically investigate the foot-sole-ground interaction (Dai et al. 2006, Cheung and Zhang 2008) and the foot-shoe-ground interaction (Cheung and Nigg 2007) . Gefen (2002 Gefen ( , 2003 and Wu (2007) constructed 2-D sectional FE foot models composed of bones, ligaments, cartilages and plantar fascia by utilizing MR and CT images, and they numerically analyzed the structural behavior of the diabetic foot during standing with a commercial FEM code. Cheng et al. (2008) and Garcia-Gonzalez et al. (2009) introduced a detailed 3-D foot model considering bones, cartilages, ligaments and plantar fascia and investigated the stretch effects on the plantar fascia and its stress and strain distributions.
The goal of the current study is to numerically investigate how the impact force at landing is dissipated by the lower extremity depending upon sports ground type, under the assumption that a human landing is the same on each ground type. To do this, the most important issue is how to model the foot-shoe and shoe-ground interactions, because the final numerical accuracy is absolutely dependent of the appropriateness of the numerical model constructed. In this context, the use of the 3-D coupled foot-shoe-ground interaction model is prerequisite for the reliable numerical investigation of the effects of the ground type. A 3-D coupled foot-shoe finite element model (Kim 2005 , Cho et al. 2009a , 2009b ) is used, in which not only the detailed geometry of foot and shoe is considered but also the interaction effects are fully reflected. And, four different sports grounds, asphalt, urethane, clay and wood are modeled by taking their complex material and structural composition into consideration. The variations of ground reaction force, acceleration transfer and frequency response to the sports ground material are examined.
Landing impact and sports ground
A collision between the foot and the ground inherently accompanies the impact force, as depicted in Fig. 1(a) , which transfers up to head from foot through the human body. The landing impact is usually characterized by its peak and time history which are influenced by many factors such as the ground hardness, shoe and heel, the impact velocity V and the landing posture, the effective human mass m, and the joint angle and the muscle pre-activation. Referring to a book by Nigg (1986) , the peak impact F max is calculated approximately by , where the spring constant k is a function of the material properties of the ground-shoe-foot system and the kinematic conditions of joints, muscles, tendons and ligaments, particularly those of the lower extremity shown in Fig. 1(b) .
The landing impact intensity is traditionally measured by the ground reaction force and the loading rate, while the impact force transfer through the human body is evaluated in terms of the acceleration and frequency responses at the major body parts such as heel, ankle, shank, knee, thigh, neck and head. As is given in the books by Nigg (1986) and Cavanagh (1990) , the studies on the measurement, analysis and characteristic investigation of such quantities associated with the landing impact have been made by many investigators. Differing from these traditional studies based on experimental and theoretical methods, the most important considerations for the numerical approach which is widely adopted nowadays should be focused on the geometry and material modeling and the interaction between ground, shoe and foot. The reason is because the numerical analysis results are definitely affected by the appropriateness of the numerical model.
Referring to Fig. 1(b) , the human foot is composed of a number of bones, cartilages, tendons and ligaments which are embedded into the underlying tissue in highly complicated composition structure. As a result, the construction of a detailed simulation model of the human foot becomes a painstaking task owing to the complex structure, the complicated joint motions and the nonlinear material behavior. However, in a biomechanics point of view, the relative motions of ankle, subtalar and tarsal-metatarsal joints, which are activated and controlled by muscles and tendons, are important because such motions play a key role in describing the kinematics of the foot-leg skeleton system. Furthermore, soft tissue and ligaments characterize the shock dissipation and the impact force transfer through the human body.
Meanwhile almost all sports grounds are commonly in the lamination structure of several different material layers, as represented in Fig. 2 . The material and structural compositions and the dimensions of each ground are dependent upon the type of sports game and standardized by the regulations of the corresponding international sports association. In general, sports grounds are classified largely into outdoor and indoor ones, and the major ground requirements against the environmental conditions are distinguished. However, the impact force and transfer characteristics are commonly influenced by the ground harness, regardless of the ground type. In this connection, the construction of sports ground models considering the detailed lamination structure and the accurate material behaviors becomes the most important step for the reliable numerical simulation.
3-D coupled foot-shoe-ground model
A 3-D coupled foot-shoe finite element model (Kim 2005 , Cho et al. 2009a , 2009b used in this study is represented in Fig. 3 (a), together with the schematic representation of its structural composition shown in Fig. 3(b) . The most prominent feature of this state-of-the-art model is the realization of the in-shoe lower limb, so that any kind of foot motion that may be occurred in real sports games can be simulated with perfect freedom. Thus, a numerical simulation with this model does not rely on any kind of independent experimental data any longer. However, the drawback of this model is the simplification of foot skeleton, joints, tissue, ligaments and tendons. Both the skeleton and tissue geometries are approximately modeled with the help of shoe lasts and foot anatomic pictures. As depicted in Fig. 3 (b), ankle and subtalar joints are modeled as a combined joint which is composed of a rigid ball, several ligament link and cartilage beam elements, so that foot and shoe are able to freely rotate with the appropriate rotational rigidity. The rigidity moduli chosen for the ligament and cartilage elements are recorded in Table 1 of Section 4, and their suitability has been through the preliminary comparison simulation. Fig. 4(a) represents the finite element models of the lower limb skeleton and the soft tissue, for which the mesh geometries are not constructed using the cadaver data but rather simply generated as mentioned above. It is worth to mention that this simple geometry modeling may lead to the inaccuracy in the vertical acceleration prediction owing to the wobbling mass effect (Nigg and Liu 1999) , and the numerical accuracy of this simple model could be assessed by comparing with the elaborate MRI image-based model. The skeleton model constructed with 4-node tetrahedron elements is composed of two bone assemblies and a combined joint. Referring to Fig. 1(b) , tibia and fibular are modeled as a single bone assembly while the other bones are modeled as another bone assembly, by neglecting the minor joints except for the ankle and subtalar joints. And, the soft tissue model is also generated with 4-node tetrahedron elements and its inner surface is carved such that the outer surface of the lower limb skeleton completely contacts with the tissue model. Both meshes are separately generated so that their mesh discretization patterns at the common interface are not compatible, requiring the surface-to-surface tying algorithm (Cho et al. 2004) to assemble these two incompatible meshes. Bones, tissue, ligaments and cartilages are assumed to be linearly isotropic and the detailed material properties are given in Table 1 given in Section 4.
Referring to Fig. 4(b) , three soles are modeled with 4-node tetrahedron elements while upper is modeled with 3-node shell elements. Since outsole is manufactured with rubber-like materials, its hyperelastic behavior is modeled by the five-term Moonley-Rivlin material model with the strain (1) with being the invariants of Green-Lagrange strain tensor. Note that the material constants are determined by the least-square fitting of experimental data and the bulk is introduced to enforce the incompressibility of rubber. And, the Blatz-Ko form model (Blatz and Ko 1962 ) is employed to describe the elastic behaviors of mid-sole and insole which are manufactured with polyurethane-like materials. The corresponding strain energy density functional is given by
The detailed material properties of four shoe parts are recorded in Table 1 . Each shoe part is completely bonded to its neighbor parts node-by-node, because finite element meshes of each shoe part are generated such that the mesh distributions of two adjacent parts are exactly same at the common interfaces. Meanwhile, the shoe model is assembled such that its inner surface can be appropriately contacted with the outer surface of the soft tissue model as in the real contact between the both surfaces. The interaction between foot and shoe is implemented by employing the frictional surface-to-surface contact with the frictional coefficient of 0.5 (Dai et al. 2006) . Fig. 5 represents the finite element models of four different sports grounds which are generated with 8-node cubic elements. The detailed material properties of each material layer in four ground models are recorded in Table 2 . In case of the asphalt ground, asphalt, base and subgrade layers are discretized into three, four and two in the thickness direction respectively, and all the three material layers are assumed to be linearly isotropic. Meanwhile, rubble and base layers in the urethane ground are modeled as a homogenized base layer by the linear rule of mixtures (Cho and Oden 2000) with the equal volume fraction ratios, and the resulting three material layers are assumed to be linear isotropic and discretized into one, three and two in the thickness direction respectively. In the similar manner, clay and granite clay layers in the clay ground are combined into a clay layer, and the resulting two material layers are modeled as a homogenized linear isotropic layer by the linear rule of mixtures and discretized into four and two in the thickness direction respectively. Meanwhile, beech panel in the wood ground is modeled as orthotropic, by assuming white pine to be isotropic and by excluding the support layer in the FEM modeling. Beech panel and white pine are discretized into two and one in the thickness direction respectively. In order to secure the numerical simulation accuracy, the ground region where sports shoe will be contacted is locally refined in both planar and thickness directions (see also Fig. 6 ). The total element numbers are as follows: for the asphalt, for the urethane, for the clay and for the wood ground model, respectively.
Numerical simulation
The vertical straight landing event of a human foot from above the ground with the zero initial velocity is taken. For the comparison purpose, we assume that a human landing is the same on each ground type, even though a human will adapt their landing based on the ground and shoe types. The total weight of the human body is set by and its dynamic effect is reflected by lumping the total body mass to the mass center of the foot-shoe coupled model, as depicted in Fig. 6 . In order to shorten the total CPU time, the landing duration only from the vertical position of above the ground is simulated, by specifying the initial velocity = 2.405 m /s to the entire foot-shoe coupled model. The frictional dynamic contact analysis was carried out by ANSYS (2005), for which the frictional coefficient between the outsole and the ground and the penalty parameter for constraining the material incompressibility are set by 0.5 (Cho et al. 2005) and respectively. Note that the frictional coefficients are set equally for the four ground conditions because the main observation of the current study focuses on the behavior of both shoe and foot in the direction normal to the ground. The mesh density was chosen based the model evaluation given in Section 4.1, and the time step size was set by (~the largest element frequency) for securing the numerical convergence and stability (Cho et al. 2005) .
The material properties and the total element numbers set for each shoe part, except for the 270 270 × 120 120 × 180 180 × 60 60 × h 300 mm = 60 kgf 5 mm Dai et al. (2006) and Yamada (1970) , while the others were determined by the uni-axial tension test of individual shoe part specimens. Fig. 7 shows the stressstrain curve of outsole material which was obtained by the uni-axial tension test at Korea Institute of Footwear & Leather Technology, from which five Moonley-Rivlin constants are determined as follows: C 10 = −0.00149, C 01 = 0.11732, C 11 = −0.00182, C 20 = 0.01720 and C 30 = 0.02 respectively. The outsole is discretized with 6,574 4-node tetrahedron elements. Note that the soft tissue is assumed to be passive such that it does not depend upon muscle activation level. Four sports grounds are non-uniformly discretized with the total of 3,600-72,900 elements, depending on the ground type. As the boundary condition, the entire bottom surfaces of each sports ground model are fixed. The material properties of isotropic material layers of three sports grounds are given in 
Model evaluation
The landing simulation was carried out up to from the initial contact of outsole with the clay ground. In order to evaluate the simulation model, the actual experiment was also carried out with ten subjects composed of five males and five females. The ages, heights and weights of the subjects are 23.2 ± 2.90 years, 169.0 ± 7.15 cm and 60.4 ± 13.06 kgf. Fig. 8(a) compares the time histories of the ground reaction force (GRF) between the numerical simulation and the actual experiment. The curve indicated by experiment is the averaged value of the GRF time histories of ten subjects which were measured by AMTI force platform (Cavanagh 1990, Tabiel and Wu 2000) . The numerical simulation parameters, such as the body weight, the landing height and the ground stiffness and the friction coefficient were adjusted to the experimental conditions. As a whole, the numerical prediction is in a good agreement with the experiment such that the peak value occurs at almost the same time t = 0.036 sec. One noticeable difference is that the numerical prediction can not successfully capture the oscillation after the peak, it is because the inherent viscous damping of soft tissue and sports shoe is not considered in the numerical analysis. We assume that the damping effects are the same for the comparative investigation of the landing impact transfer characteristics to the ground type. The peak value of 148 kgf corresponds to 2.7 times of the total body weight (BW), which is consistent with the report by Mann and Hagy (1980) that the relative peak GRF with respect to the total body weight reaches generally 2-3 BW. Fig. 8(b) depicts the seven sub-regions of the outsole which are conventionally used to evaluate the regional peak pressures resulting from the collision between the outsole and the ground. The experimental results were obtained by the traditional EMED test. The experiment was carried out with the ten subjects chosen for the previous GRF experiment and the experimental data of ten subjects were averaged. The comparison confirms that the present coupled foot-shoe model produces the acceptable numerical accuracy with the maximum relative error equal to 28.2%. One noticeable fact is that the numerical simulation overestimates the peak pressure in the rear-foot region but underestimates in the fore-foot regions, which is caused by the limitation in the modeling of ankle and subtalar joints and in modulating the rotational stiffness of the combined joint.
The points indicated by + in the right plot of Fig. 9 represent the locus of the center of pressure exerted on the insole during the entire landing event. The locus was obtained by the numerical simulation. With the nodal pressure values p i at each finite element node , the center of 0.05 sec 
The dotted line connecting two points A and B indicates the reference line for evaluating the movement of the center of pressure. In other words, the landing instability and over-pronation do not occur when the center of pressure moves along this reference line. From the numerical results, we found that the deviation of the center of pressure from the reference line is negligible, not leading to undesired injury caused by the over-pronation. The detailed maximum deviation from the reference line A-B is found to be 3.49 mm in the medial-lateral direction and 14.30 mm in the anterior-posterior direction.
Results and discussion
We next carried out the numerical simulations for four different ground types to investigate the variations of ground reaction force, acceleration transfer and frequency response. The ground reaction forces (GRFs) exerted on the outsole for four different sports grounds are compared in Fig.  10(a) . The asphalt ground produces the highest peak GRF while the wood ground does the lowest value, and asphalt, urethane and clay grounds do not show the remarkable difference when compared with the wood ground. It is because the vertical stiffness of the wood ground is much smaller than other three sports grounds due to its structural composition characteristic, even though white pine and beech are stiff materials. The slopes of the GRF time histories which are called the loading rates of the impact force are compared in Fig. 10(b) , where the dependence of the peak values on the ground type shows the same trend as the GRF.
The detailed peak values of the contact pressure, impact force and loading rate which are evaluated at the outsole are recorded in Table 3 . Since both the peak value and its location vary with the time, the values given in Table 3 were extracted from all the pressure values at the Gaussian integration points throughout the entire time period of observation. The peak GRF is ranged from 2.3 to 3.17 BW, which is consistent well with the experimental data reported by Mann and Hagy (1980) that the peak GRF reaches 2-3 BW. Meanwhile, the peak loading rate in the current vertical landing event is ranged from 57.8 to 101.4 BW/s.
Time histories of the vertical acceleration which were evaluated at four different positions of the foot-leg model are represented in Fig. 11 . In the real kinesiology experiments, accelerometer sensors are attached to the skin of human body, so that the numerical results were taken from the finite element nodes corresponding to the measuring points on the outer skin surface, as represented in Fig. 4(a) . At the heel position, the vertical acceleration shows the typical transient-dominated response and does not show the remarkable dependence on the ground material. However, the transient behavior in the vertical acceleration response remarkably disappears and the influence of the ground material becomes clear, as the evaluation point goes far from the impact position. In the same pattern as the previous reaction force, the wood ground exhibits the quite distinct time response with the lowest magnitude, when compared with the remaining three sports grounds.
As given in Table 4 , the peak vertical acceleration shows the uniform decrease from heel to ankle and from shank to below the knee, regardless of the ground material. However, the vertical acceleration response produces the negligible change in its peak value from ankle to shank, except for the remarkable reduction of the transient and oscillatory behavior. Thus, the impact transfer through the lower extremity is characterized as follows: the significant reduction in both the peak acceleration and the transient behavior from heel to ankle, the remarkable reduction in both the transient behavior and the oscillation from ankle to shank, and the additional reduction in the peak acceleration from shank to below the knee. Note that this impact transfer characteristics may become different depending on the landing posture with different knee angles. The knee angle influences the effective mass of the lower extremity such that the effective mass decreases in proportional to the decrease of the knee angle (Nigg 1986 , Denoth 1986 , Nigg and Liu 1999 . Thus, the impact peaks and the peak amplitudes which are presented in this paper for the straight vertical landing would be smaller for non-straight landing events. Even though the straight vertical landing posture is not frequent in court sports, it plays an important role in service and smashing motions in tennis, shooting and rebound motions in basketball, and broking motion in volleyball. The frequency responses at four different evaluation positions are represented in Fig. 12 . Heel shows the wide frequency band with the relatively high central frequency. However, both the center frequency and the frequency band are shown to be gradually reduced as the evaluation position goes far from the impact location. This trend is consistent with the previous acceleration response, confirming that the initial high-frequency transient response caused by the landing impact is remarkably dissipated by the human foot and leg. Regarding the ground material, the prominent influence is observed from the amplitude such that the peak amplitude shows the uniform decrease from asphalt to wood for all the evaluation positions. The influence on the central frequency and the frequency band is not shown to be significant. As a result, one can infer that the damage stemming from the landing impact becomes weaker as the ground material changes from asphalt to wood. Table 5 summarizes the variations of the central frequency and the amplitude to the ground type and the evaluation position. The reductions in the peak acceleration and the central frequency through the lower extremity are schematically summarized in Fig. 13 , for four different sports grounds. With respect to the evaluation position, the peak acceleration and the central frequency are reduced respectively by 60-70% and 87-89% from heel to below the knee. Thus, most of the impact acceleration and frequency is dissipated at the heel. Meanwhile, the reductions in the both quantities from asphalt to wood reach 20-40% and 5-18% respectively. Thus, the influence of the ground condition on the landing impact transfer through the lower extremity is significant, particularly from heel to ankle.
Conclusions
The landing impact transfer characteristics of in-shoe human foot through the lower extremity have been investigated with respect to the ground type. The foot-shoe and shoe-ground interactions were fully reflected by using the 3-D coupled foot-shoe-ground finite element model. The numerical experiments show that the impact transfer characteristics can be classified into three regions; the significant reduction in the peak acceleration and transient behavior from heel to ankle, the remarkable reduction in both the transient oscillation from ankle to shank and the additional reduction in the peak acceleration from shank to below the knee. The high-frequency transient impact response with the large amplitude is dissipated by the lower extremity such that 60-70% reduction in the peak acceleration and 87-89% reduction in the central frequency from heel to below the knee, depending on the ground condition.
The ground condition exhibits the remarkable influence on the magnitudes in the ground reaction force, loading rate, vertical acceleration and frequency responses. However, the influence on the central frequency and the frequency band is negligible. The wood ground produces the lowest peak values in the above-mentioned four responses owing to its structural composition characteristic, but the difference among asphalt, urethane and clay are not significant. The reductions in the peak acceleration and the central frequency from asphalt to wood are 20-40% and 5-18%, respectively. This concludes that the damage stemming from the landing impact becomes weaker as the ground material changes from asphalt to wood. The current study was made with the simple foot bone model by neglecting the damping effect of soft tissue and shoes under the assumption that a human landing is the same on each ground type. To overcome the assumption and limitation of the current study, the landing simulation with the elaborate MRI-based FEM model by considering the different landing postures to the ground and shoe types and the damping effect of soft tissue and shoe deserves future work.
